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I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Improvements in satellite-aided detection and over-the-
horizon targeting techniques have allowed the Soviets to
develop an effective long range strike capability against
U. S. Navy carrier battle groups. To counter this develop-
ment, the U. S. Navy has shifted the emphasis of carrier
operations to the projection of sea power to ranges limited
only by the endurance of its strike aircraft. Carrier
airwings now routinely practice long range strikes to targets
at ranges of 800-1000 nautical miles from the battle group.
These long range missions usually include many aircraft types
with different mission weapon loads and fuel states. One of
the most difficult tasks the airwing strike planner encounters
is the determination of range and performance characteristics
of specific aircraft types. Each aircraft in the strike group
may have a different weapons and fuel configuration and there-
fore each will have a different maximum range, speed, etc. In
order to determine the maximum range of the strike group and
the requirement for air-refueling assets, the strike planner
must be able to accurately forecast the performance and fuel
usage of each aircraft in the strike group. This task is
ostensibly accomplished by the planner manually extracting
fuel consumption and performance data for each aircraft from
the appropriate Naval Air Training and Operating Standardi-
zation (NATOPS) Flight Manual. This technique is laborious,
time-consuming, error-prone, and too difficult to accomplish
for every strike. This technique is also complicated by the
number of variables involved, such as varying drag counts
for changing altitude or airspeed, changes in aircraft gross
weight, deviation from standard day conditions, and configu-
ration changes during the mission. Consequently, few planners
actually use this technique to plan specific missions. Instead,
they rely on range and performance estimates from experienced
pilots. When unusual profiles or unfamiliar weapons loads are
involved, these estimates are usually in error, but the degree
of error is not generally apparent until the mission is ac-
tually executed. The estimation technique is also not a
valid predictor of maximum capability. Most planners project
maximum ranges on the conservative side as it is better to
have a fuel "cushion" than to expose the mission to failure
due to higher than expected fuel consumption. The result is
a limitation to the possible options available to the Battle
Group Commander.
All carrier Strike Operations Centers are equipped with
a desk-top BASIC computer system (64K memory). Properly
programmed, this computer is suitable for rapid and accurate
computation and retrieval of aircraft performance and fuel
usage data.
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the feasibil-
of developing a mission planning computer program for A-7E
aircraft suitable for on-board carrier use by a strike planner.
This program, in conjunction with similar programs for other
types of strike aircraft, will allow the planner to quickly and
accurately predict mission capability and fuel requirements for
various types of missions for an entire strike group.
The NATOPS Flight Manuals are the only authorized standard
of the U. S. Navy for "... information on all aircraft systems,
performance data, and operating procedures required for safe
and effective operations" [Ref. 1]. The development of a com-
puter program to predict aircraft performance requires the
use of a data reduction technique to represent the NATOPS
performance graphs as numeric equations. Computational methods
to reduce the graphs to equations were investigated in a pre-
vious thesis of June 1978 by then LCDR W. M. Siegel [Ref. 2].
Siegel devised a procedure to represent each curve in the A--7E
takeoff performance charts by a Least Squares Fit polynomial.
This technique of curve fitting is described in Appendix A.
For a family of takeoff curves, he cr o s s -p lo t t ed the coeffi-
cients of the polynomials to develop a single multi-variable
equation which represented the entire family of takeoff curves.
This technique of cross-plotting coefficients is illustrated
with an example in Appendix B. Siegel' s work was continued
by Lieutenant G. L. Roger in his thesis of September 1978
[Ref. 3]. Using Siegel's method, Roger reduced nine A-7E
performance charts to computer algorithms for use on the
HP9830 desk computer and the TI-59 hand calculator. Although
useful in defining the problems of reducing performance data,
Siegel and Roger's products were not suitable for use by a
strike planner inasmuch as Siegel's thesis was limited to
takeoff performance and Roger's thesis did not address the
computation of drag changes with varying flight conditions.
Roger also excluded from his investigation those performance
charts that did not accurately reduce by Siegel's method.
B. GOALS
The desired product of this thesis was an interactive
BASIC computer program which would compute performance and
fuel usage data for the A-7E aircraft and would be compatible
with a 64R memory desk-top calculator. The program would
have the flexibility to compute data for any land and carrier-
based mission and for any authorized weapons load. The de-
sired program would simplify and improve the accuracy of





The program was developed using the Waterloo BASIC com-
piler of the IBM 3033 Computer at the Naval Postgraduate
School .
The following basic outline was used to design the
computer program:
1. Develop an algorithm to compute drag count each time
a flight condition changed.
2. Represent each performance graph in numeric form.
3. Develop an interface program to tie together user
inputs, drag computations, and performance calcula-
tions, and to output performance data.
4. Tailor the program to be " user-friendly " through
error retrieval and text explanations.
5. Validate the product program for accuracy and assess
its operational usefulness through qualitative evalua-
tion by fleet pilots.
Whole missions were represented by combinations of mission
segments reconstructed for a specific mission in a specific
order to allow for use of subprograms. The mission segments
to be chosen repetitively in order of mission occurance were
1. Takeoff and Acceleration
2 . Rendezvous








9 End of Mission
This technique of representing a mission in segments
gives the planner much flexibility to use the program for all
11
types of departures, recoveries, and complicated hi-lo
profiles .
B. RESTRICTIONS
The following restrictions were placed on the program
in order to reduce the memory requirement to that available
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All the performance graphs in the NATOPS Manual depict
the performance of a clean aircraft (no external stores)
.
The types of drag which must be calculated to access the
graphs when loaded with external stores are basic store
drag, interference drag, and trim drag. The data to com-
pute eacb of these is located in Figure 11-18, Sheets 1-14,
of the NATOPS Manual. A sample page is included as figure
Cl, Appendix C. Basic store drag is the parasite drag pen-
alty imposed when carrying external stores. It increases
with airspeed for any load. Interference drag is the drag
resulting from pressure buildup between stores on adjacent
wing stations. It varies with the distance between adja-
cent stores, the airspeed the stores are carried, and with
configuration type (multiple or single-loaded). Trim drag
is the drag due to assymetric loading and is a function of
rolling moment. The manual calculation technique for each
type of drag is detailed in Chapter 11, NATOPS. A computer
algorithm v,as written to compute each drag and to sum the
effects each time the aircraft configuration or flight con-
dition changed.
1 . Basic Store Drag
Inputting a matrix of every possible configuration
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drag count was impractical as a result of limited program
memory; therefore, the following algorithm was developed to
determine basic drag count:
1. As a response to a program prompt, basic drag count
values for Mach .6, .7, .8, and .9 are entered for
each station. Column 3, Figure CI, Appendix C lists
sample input data which is extracted from the NATOPS
Manual
.
2. The cumulative drag count for each respective Mach is
added and the program computes a Least Squares Fit
equation of cumulative basic drag count (DC) versus
Mach (M) of the form
DC = A + BM + CM 2
where A, B, and C are curvefit coefficients.
3. The user can now enter with any Mach and determine
the total basic drag for that Mach.
2. Interference Drag
The following algorithm details the calculation of
interference drag:
1. As a program response, the distance from the pylon
centerline to the edge of the loaded store is entered
for each station. This data is located in Column 4,
Figure Cl, Appendix C.
2. The configuration status (multiple or single) is next
ent ered
.
3. The program computes the distance between adjacent
stores .
4. Depending on the configuration load and the adjacent
stores involved, the interference drag is computed
directly from a linear relationship between interfer-
ence drag count and distance between stores. For out-
board wing stations this relationship is depicted in
Figure C2, Appendix C. For inboard wing stations,
this relationship is depicted in Figure C3, Appendix C
3 . Trim Drag
The following algorithm details computation of trim
drag
1 . The a s y mm etric rolling moment of the desired load is
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entered. This data is listed in Column 6, Figure 11-18,
NATOPS, and sample data is shown in Column 6, Figure Cl,
Appendix C.
A family of curves representing the relationship between
rolling moments and trim drag (Figure C4, Appendix C)
is reduced to a single multi-variable equation by the
method of cross coefficients described in Appendix B.
For an input of rolling moment, Mach , and altitude, the
trim drag is calculated.
B. NUMERIC REDUCTION OF GRAPHS
The NATOPS Manual performance curves were constructed
from experimental data. In most cases the curves of a speci-
fic graph can be accurately approximated by a curve family of
a single order (all the curves on a specific chart are of the
same order). Figure 1, Service Ceiling and Optimum Endurance
Altitude, illustrates this feature. Every curve in this chart
can be represented by a second order polynomial. The method
of cross-coefficients described in Appendix B reduces this
type of chart to numeric form very accurately with no addi-
tional steps. Some families of curves have unusual or uneven
spacing and the curves cannot be accurately represented by a
single polynomial type. An example of this is illustrated in
Figure 2, Military Power Climb. This type of chart can be
segmented into two or three segments by inspection, and the
method of cross-coefficients is applied to each segment
individually. Conditional statements in the program select
the desired segment of data. This technique gives results
comparable to manual graphical extraction of data. Some
charts, such as the Military Power Climb Speed Schedule,
Figure 3, are composed of a single curve which can be
15
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represented by a simple equation. For the top curve of Fig-
ure 3, the resultant equation form is
KCAS = 404.5 - .75 (DRAG) + .001 (DRAG) 2
C. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The program was organized into four major sections as
follows
:
1 . Data Input
a. Basic Configuration Segment
User inputs are numbers of pylons, ejector racks,
missile racks, drop tanks, and air refueling stores.
b. Basic Store Drag Segment
User inputs are basic store drag count values
for each station by Mach number.
c. Interference Drag Segment
User inputs are type of store and distance from
pylon centerline to the edge of the store for each station.
d. Trim Drag Segment





User inputs are Mach, gross weight, and altitude.
Computer generated inputs are 1 . a., b., c., and d. above.
Program output is total drag count.
3 Takeoff and Acceleration Segment
User inputs are takeoff gross weight, takeoff fuel
state, acceleration speed after takeoff, and takeoff
19
elevation. Computer outputs are distance and fuel required,
new fuel state, and new gross weight.
4 . Mis s ion Menu
The mission was divided into the following profile
segments which the user selected in the order of specific
mission occurance:
a. Low Altitude Cruise
Used for emission control departures, other
carrier departures and recoveries, low level ingress/ egress,
and radar masking profiles. User inputs are Mach, route dis-
tance, and flight level temperature. Computer generated
inputs are current gross weight, fuel at the beginning of
the segment, and drag count. Outputs are fuel flow, fuel
used this segment, and new gross weight and fuel state.
b. Climb
User inputs are starting and level-off altitudes.
Computer generated inputs are current gross weight, fuel
state, and drag count. Outputs are recommended climb speed,
maximum range and maximum endurance altitudes for the config-
uration, fuel and distance required to climb, and new gross
weight and fuel state.
c. Rendezvous
User inputs are rendezvous altitude, airspeed,
refueling onload/ offload, and time in rendezvous. Computer
generated inputs are current fuel state, gross weight, and
drag count. Outputs are fuel used in rendezvous, new gross




User inputs are cruising altitude, Mach, temper-
ature at altitude, and segment distance. Computer generated
inputs are true airspeed, calibrated airspeed, drag count,
current gross weight, and fuel state. Outputs are fuel flow,
fuel used, new gross weight, and updated fuel state.
e. Maximum Range Descent
User inputs are starting and level-off altitudes.
Computer generated inputs are drag count, current fuel state,
and gross weight. Outputs are maximum range descent speed,
distance and fuel used in the descent, new gross weight, and
fuel state .
f. Attack
User inputs are estimated fuel used for the
attack and ordnance weight expended at the target. Computer
generated inputs are current gross weight and fuel state.
Outputs are new configuration status for drag determination,
new gross weight, and updated fuel state.
g. Tanking
This segment pertains to enroute tanking by the
strike aircraft going to or from the target. It also is used
for mission planning for the tanker aircraft. User inputs
are onload or offload fuel quantity, tanking speed, tanking
altitude, time required to tank, and temperature at altitude.
Computer generated inputs are current fuel state, weight, and
21
drag count. Outputs are new fuel state, gross weight, and
net fuel gained or lost.
h. End of Mission
This segment administratively ends the profile
and allows for restart or termination of the program. It




The NAT OPS charts are so constructed that the dat.n are
accurate for only those regions on the charts where data are
displayed. As an example, cruise information for the flight
regime at the backside of the power curve is not displayed
on any chart even though the aircraft can be flown in stabil-
ized flight in that region. It is improper to extrapolate
data for cruise conditions at airspeeds below maximum endur-
ance from the NATOPS charts. The computer program will give
you data for this region, but this data will be in error.
Similarly, data can be obtained for airspeeds which exceed
aircraft capabilities, but this data are inaccurate also.
Other flight regimes that are not accurately represented in
the performance charts or in the program are landing config-
uration performance data (gear and/or flaps down), penetra-
tion descent data (speedbrake out), partial power climb data,
and level ac ce lerat ion
/
deceleration data. Manuevering per-
formance data was beyond the scope of this investigation.
22
IV RESULTS
The program which resulted from this investigation is
located in Appendix D. The program reduces all or part of
the following graphs to numerical form (the graphs are listed
by name and page number as they appear in NATOPS):
1. Military Power Climb Speed Schedule (p. 11-54)
2. Fuel Required To Climb From Sea Level (p. 11-57)
3. Distance Required To Climb From Sea Level (p. 11-57)
4. Cruise Ceiling And Optimum Endurance Altitude (p. 11-59)
5. Maximum Range Cruise At Constant Altitude (p. 11-68)
6. Cruise Performance, Aircraft Reference Number (p. 11-64)
7. Cruise Performance, Lbs Per Nautical Mile (p. 11-65)
8. Cruise Performance, Fuel Flow (p. 11-66)
9. Cruise Performance, Clean Aircraft Transfer Scale
(p. 11-63)
10. Maximum Endurance Speed (p. 11-71)
11. Maximum Range Descent Fuel Required (p. 11-77)
12. Maximum Range Descent Distance To Descend (p. 11-78)
13. Maximum Range Descent Speed (p. 11-75)
14. Interference Drag (p. 11-36, 37)
15. Trim Drag Due To Asymmetric Store Loading (p. 11-38)
The program, which accurately computes the total drag
count for any configuration or flight condition, is interac-
tive for a knowledgeable user and conforms to the memory
size of candidate computers. The product of the program is
mission performance data for a variety of missions, and the
initial statement of purpose that the product be at least
as accurate as the performance predictions derived from man-
ual extraction of data from the NATOPS graphs is satisfied.
The program was tested for operational suitability by a
sample group of Navy A-7E pilots at the Naval Postgraduate
23
School. Several representative missions were simulated. All
agreed the program gave results consistent with their experi-
ence and that the program has excellent operational utility.
Most of the pilots agreed that a user manual to accompany the
program would reduce input errors and make the program easier
to use .
24
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This investigation resulted in the development of an
interactive computer program for the A-7E aircraft which can
be used by mission planners to predict performance and fuel
usage data. As a result of this investigation the following
i s concluded
:
1. The NATOPS performance charts can be reduced to numeric
form suitable for computer manipulation through math
modeling techniques such as curve- f i t t ing and cross-
plotting coefficients.
2. The presentation of NATOPS performance data by computer
methods can provide a quick and accurate planning tool
with which planners can predict performance and fuel
usage data.
3. Mission Planning computer programs that are derived
from the NATOPS performance charts, and which can be
implemented on desk-top calculators, can be developed
for other aircraft types.
4. The memory available in most current 64K desk-top com-
puters is satisfactory for program implementation.
Increased memory size would allow for more explanatory
text and error retrieval and would make the programs
easier to use.
In view of the results of this investigation, recommenda-
tions involving future testing and implementation of mission
planning programs are listed.
1. The accuracy of the A-7E Mission Planning Program should
be verified through flight test.
2. Similar programs should be developed for other strike
aircraft.
3. A NAVAIR sponsored activity should be assigned the task
of managing the development, standardization, updating,
and distribution of mission planning programs.
A. Planning programs for all strike aircraft should be
standardized in format and combined into a Mission Plan-
ning Package for air wing and strike operations use.
25
APPENDIX A
LEAST SQUARES FIT APPROXIMATION
Reference 4 describes in detail the Least Squares Fit
approximation. The problem in general is to describe a set
of "N" data points (X,Y) by a polynomial expression of a
curve whose degree is less than "N" and of the form
Y = A + BX + CX 2 .
An example of the numeric procedure is as follows:
1. Given the following data points,
X 1 2 4 5
Y 1 4 11 13
with the desired equation form being
Y = A + BX + CX 2
substitute each pair of data into the desired equation
form to develop the base equations:
= A + OB + OC
1 = A + IB + 1C
4 = A + 2B + 4C
1 1 = A + 4B + 16C
13 = A + 5B + 25C
Multiply each base equation by its coefficient of "A"
and add the equations:
0(0 = A + OB + OC)
1(1 = A + IB + 1C)
1 (4 = A + 2B + 4C)
1 (11 = A + 4B + 16C)
1 (13 = A + 5B + 25C)
29 = 5A + 12B + 46C
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Multiply each base equation by its coefficient of "B 1
and add the equations:
0(0 = A + OB + OC)
1 (1 = A + IB + 1C)
2 (4 = A + 2B + 4C)
4(11 = A + 4B + 16C)
5(13 = A + 5B + 25C)
118 = 12A + 46B + 198C
Multiply each base equation by its coefficient of "C 1
and add the equations:
0(0 = A + OB + OC)
1(1 = A + IB + 1C)
4(4 = A + 2B + 4C)
16(11 = A + 4B + 16C)
25(13 = A + 5B + 25C)
518 = 46A + 198B + 898C
Solve the three equations for the three unknowns:
29 = 5A + 12B + 46C
118 = 12A + 46B + 198C
518 = 46A + 198B + 898C
A = -.458 B = 1 . 979 C = .164
The desired equation is
Y = -.458 + 1.979X + .164X 2
The following chart depicts the original data and the
curve fit data
:
X 1 2 4 5
Y 1 4 11 13
Y Fitted -.458 1.68 4.16 10.08 13.53
The original and curve-fitted data are displayed
graphically in Figure Al.
27







Most of the NATOPS performance charts contain three
variables (two independent and one dependent) and are de-
picted on a two-dimensional graph with the dependent var-
iable illustrated as a family of curves. Figure B.l , taken
from the NATOPS, shows an example of this feature. The
reduction of such charts is accomplished as follows:
1. Determine the order of the family of curves. For this
example the curves are all nearly straight lines and




CAS = A + (B X GW)
and "B" are coefficients to be determined














CAS = A + (B X GW)
110.9 + (4.6 X GW)
108. 4 + (4.3 X GW)
108 .0 + (4.0 X GW)
107.4 + (3.6 X GW)
104 .6 + (3.4 X GW)
"A" coefficients versus the dependent vari-
The "A" coefficients for this example are
Graph the
able Drag
graphed in Figure B2. Determine a Least Squares Fit
approximation for the resulting curve. The result for
this example is
A = 110.84 0618 (DR) + .0004 (DR) 2
"B" coefficients versus the dependent vari-
See Figure B3 for a graph of "B" coeffi-
Graph the
able Drag
cients for this example. Determine a Least Squares
Fit approximation for the resulting curve. The result
for this example is
B = 4. 5471 - .0059 (DR)
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Apply the coefficients to the original equation form of
CAS = A + ( B X GW )
For our example the final equation becomes
CAS = [ 110,84 - .0618 (DR) + .0004 (DR) 2 ] +
[ 4.5471 - .0059 (DR) ] X GW
For any entry of drag and gross weight, the descent
airspeed results. Sample comparisons are listed:
Gross Weight Total Graphical Numerical
( 1000 lbs ) Drag Count Solution (CAS) So lu t ion ( C AS
)
24 50 211 211
30 100 228 227
32 175 226 225






































A-7E NATOPS DRAG DATA CHARTS
STORES COMPUTATIONS
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Sta 2 or 7
















55.6 73.5 145 2.494 28.555
20.307
12.786
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6362
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